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KELLY S. WILLIAMS

The new paintings by Nashville artist Kelly S. Williams are on the walls this June at David Lusk Gal-
lery-Memphis. Her new body of work is derived from a long time relationship to patterning, quilting 
and fabric. 

For The Playbook Williams has moved away from her previous interest in the landscape. This shift 
has allowed her paintings to become more about process and repetition. That process begins with 
the making of a bright acrylic painting that references fabric Williams finds in her home. After this 
dries she coats the entire image with dark oil paint. Once the oil has dried Williams begins the labo-
rious “excavation” process, scraping into the oil, revealing the original painting, line by line. 

The Playbook consists of several medium to large (60-inch round) works on birch panel, each fea-
turing a different pattern and composition. Shallow grooves reveal the pattern below, while traces of 
dark oil suggest depth and shadow. This affect allows for the two-dimensional space of the painting 
to appear three-dimensional, creating an optical illusion. 

In Flower Basket (Blue and Orange) lines extend from three surface points, implying two plains, one 
seemingly pulled aside to reveal the other. As Williams says, “It is this simultaneous play of pure op-
ticality in the abstract painting and the illusory creation of form in the same space that intrigues me.” 

Each piece requires hundreds of incised lines. This elaborate process comes from Williams’s 
childhood method of layering black crayon over colorful drawings, using a penny to scrape away 
the black, she revealed fragments of her drawing below. Williams says, “The monotonous labor of 
scraping line after line on the surface of these paintings or even the initial tedium of pattern painting 
makes room for sublime meditation in my studio.” 
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Wrapping Paper for Claire, 2016, acrylic and oil on MDF, 42x42”

The Playbook
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David Lusk Gallery is located at 97 Tillman. Gallery hours are Tuesday-Friday 10-5:30 and 
Saturday 11-4. For more information or visuals please contact Amelia Briggs at 901 767 3800 
or amelia@davidluskgallery.com.

Pink and Orange Curtains, 2016, acrylic and oil on MDF, 42x42”

Kelly S. Williams lives in Nashville TN. 
She graduated from Vassar College with 
a BA in Studio Art and from The School 
of The Art Institute of Chicago in 2004 
for with her MFA. She has attended 
and participated in numerous residency 
programs nationally and internationally, 
such as the Yale Summer School for Art 
and Music and The Terra Foundation for 
American Art’s Summer Residency in 
Giverny, France. She has been awarded 
many grants and awards including the 
WK Rose Fellowship in 2002 and The 
Carrell Artist Award in 2010.


